Several algorithms are presented for solving linear least squares problems; the basic tool is orthogonalization techniques. A highly accurate algorithm is presented for solving least squares problems with linear inequality constraints. A method is also given for finding the least squares solution when there is a quadratic constraint on the
One of the most common problems in any computation center is that of finding linear least squares solutions. These problems arise in a variety of areas and in a variety of contexts. For instance, the data may be arriving sequentially from a source and there may be some constraint on the solution. Linear least squares problems are particularly difficult to solve because they frequently involve large quantities of data, and they are ill-conditioned by their very nature.
In this paper, we shall present several numerical algorithms for solving linear least squares problems in a highly accurate manner. In addition, we shall give an algorithm for solving linear least squares problem with linear inequality constraints. LONGIJSY [1967] has given examples in which the solution of the normal equations leads to almost no digits of accuracy of the least squares problem.
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A matrix decomposition SO that IlQ$, = lly/12 when Q is an orthogonal Thus 11 b-Ax11 2 = 11 C-QIX~~ 2 -H H where c = Qb and Q is an orthogonal matrix. We choose Q so that N gcI=R= (2.1) = ~aAIT~eAl =ATA y -Tand thus R R is simply the Cholesky decomposition of ATA .
There are a number of ways to achieve the decomposition of (2.1); e.g. one could apply a sequence of plane rotations to annihilate the elements below the diagonal of A . A very effective method to realize the decomposition (2.1) is via Householder transformations. A matrix P is said to be a Householder transformation if P = I -2uuT , uTu = 1 . NN NCV . . Note that 1) P = PT and 2) PPT = I -2uuT -2uuT + 4uuTuuT = I so NM MN MN --that P is a symmetric, orthogonal transformation.
Let A (1) = A and let A (2) , A (3) >***> Ab+') be defined as follows:
Note that jakk (k+l)( = (aik))2)1j2 since P ( > k is an orthogonal transformation. The details of the computation are given in BUSINGER and I GOLUB [lg65] and GOLUB [1965] . The Householder transformations have been used in a highly effective manner by KALPON et al. [1968] in the implementation --of the projection gradient method. although one need not compute Q explicitly. The number of multiplications required to produce R is roughly mn2-(n3/3) whereas approximately . mn2/2 multiplications are required to form the normal equations (1.2).
The practical procedure
It is known that the Cholesky method for solving systems of equations is numerically stable even if no interchanges of rows and columns are performed. Since we are in effect performing a Cholesky decomposition of ATA no interchanges of the columns of A are needed in most situations. Hcwever, numerical experiments have indicated that the accuracy is slightly improved by the interchange strategies outlined below, and consequently, in order to ensure the utmost accuracy one should choose the columns of A by some strategy. 04
In what follows, we shall refer to the matrix A even if some of the columns have been interchanged.
One possibility is to choose at the kth stage the columns of A od which will maximize I (k 111 + "kk l This is equivalent to searching for the maximum diagonal element in the Cholesky decomposition of ATA . llJ j = k,k+l,...,n .
-Then since -(k) jaLr')( = (sLk))U2 , one should choose that column for which : s. J is maximized. After A(k+l) has been computed, one can compute (k+l) '3 as follows:
since the orthogonal transformations leave the column lengths invariant.
Naturally, the ( > k s.
( > k 3
Is must be interchanged if the columns of A are interchanged. Then since k /cck+l)l = I(~~=, ai$ik))/skk)I , one should choose that column of A 04 for which (t is maximized. After P k is ( > applied to A (k) Y one can adjust 3 as follows:
In many statistical applications, if (tq~,sw 3 2 is sufficiently small, then no further transformations are performed.
Statistical calculations
In many statistical calculations, it is necessary to compute certain -auxiliary information associated with ATA . These can readily be obtained The number of operations is roughly the same as in the first method but more accurate bounds may be established for this method provided all inner products are accumulated to double precision.
In some applications, the original set of observations are augmented by an additional set of observations. In this case, it is not necessary to begin the calculation from the beginning again if the method of orthogonalization is used. Let $Zl correspond to the original data --. after it has been reduced by orthogonal transformations and let A2,b2 correspond to the additional observations. Then the up-dated least squares solution can be obtained directly from The above observation has another implication. One of the arguments frequently advanced for using normal equations is that only n(n+l)/2 memory locations are required. By partitioning the matrix A by rows, however, then similarly only n(n+1)/2 locations are needed when the method of orthogonalization is used.
In certain statistical applications, it is desirable to remove a row of the matrix A after the least squares solution has been obtained. This 
We choose cos 8 so that (J2)} n+l,l = 0 . Thus (d2)) l,l = J(+2,)
Note no complex arithmetic is really necessary. The process is continued as follows:
and cos 0 k is determined so that (S (k+O ] -0. k,n+l -Thus roughly 3n2 multiplications and divisions and n square roots are required to form the new ii .
Suppose it is desirable to add an additional variable so that the matrix A is augmented by a vector Q bay>. The first n columns of "n R ( 1 are unchanged. Now one computes
From h one can compute pb+u and apply it to P ( > n . ..P ( > lb . This -=. technique is also useful when an auxiliary serial storage (e.g. magnetic tape) is used.
It is also possible to drop one of the variables in a simple fashion after E has been computed. For example, suppose we wish to drop *By using plane rotations, similar to those given by (4.1), it is possible to reduce R to the triangular form again.
5a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
In $2, it was shown that it is possible to write
The matrix Q is constructed as a' product of Householder transformations.
From (54, we see that
where PTP t In , S : 7. Each row of S and each column of P is . . uniquely determined up to a scalar factor of modulus one. In order to avoid computing square roots, we modify the algorithms so that S is an upper triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal. Thus PTP =D, a diagonal matrix. The calculation of P and S may be calculated in two ways.
The elements of S are computed one column at a time. Let
Here the elements of S are computed one row at a time. We define
SW--
,n and assume
At step k , we take p = a k ( > -k -k ' and compute s = /j&ii: 9 'kj = (2; ,6k))/4, ., "kk+' > = (k 3
In both procedures, Skk = 1 . The two procedures in the absence of roundoff errors , produce the same decomposition. However, they have completely different numerical properties when n>2. If A is at all "ill-conditioned", then using the CGSA, the computed columns of P will soon lose their orthogonality. Consequently, one should never use the CGSA without reorthogonalization, which greatly increases the amount of computation. Reorthogonalization is never needed when using the MGSA.
A careful roundoff analysis is given by BJkK [1967] . RICE [1966] has shown experimentally that the MGSA produces excellent results.
The MGSA has the advantages that it is relatively easy to program, and experimentally (cf. JORDAN [1968] ), it seems to be slightly more accurate than the Householder procedure. However, it requires roughly mn2/2 operations which is slightly more than that necessary in the Householder pro%edure. Furthermore, it is not as simple as the Householder procedure to add observations.
Sensitivity of the solution
We consider first the inherent sensitivity of the solution of the least squares problem. For this purpose it is convenient to introduce the condition number K(A) of a non-square matrix A . This is defined by The matrix ATA is square and we have
This means that if A has a condition number of the order of
ATA has a condition number of order . . then 2 t and it will not be possible 
(74
One of the standard methods for solving linear equations may now be used to solve (7.1). However, this is quite wasteful of memory space since the dimension of the system to be solved is (m+n) . We may simplify this problem somewhat by noting with the aid of (2.3) that
A -t AT 0 m 3 LU.
(7 J)
Once an approximate solution to Cy = g has been obtained, it is frequently possible to improve the acciacy of the approximate solution. A variant of the above procedure has been analyzed by BJbRCK [1967b] , C19681, and he has also given an ALGOL procedure. This has proved to be a very effective method for obtaining highly accurate solutions to linear 1 least squares problems.
Least squares problems with constraints
Frequently, one wishes to determine 2 so that l\b-A%l12 is minimized Hsubject to the condition that Gfi: = h where G is a pxn matrix of rank p .
One can, of course, eliminate p" of the columns of A by Gaussian elimination I after a pxp non-singular submatrix of G has been determined and then solve I It is also"possible to use the techniques described in 97. Again, let r.= b-A% so that from (8.1) r N l . .
2
.*.
Note D is an (mtn+p)x(mtn+p) matrix. We may simplify the solution of (8.2 ), however, by noting that . . Since zi > 0 , this further means that s is the unconstrained least squares solution (i.e., the solution of (9.1) and (9.2) with z = 8 ). 2
We now "dete"rmine is found by the methods of $7. N if 2 satisfies the original inequalities: if we define q = Gk-h and find ihat q > 8 then the constraints are satisfied -II --+U and ?c solves the problem.
"Otherwise, we substitute (9.4) in (9.3) and obtain
where we further require'
Thus we find that z,w solve the linear complementarity problem (LCP) defined by (9.5). ih"is is a fundamental mathematical programming problem and several algorithms have been developed for finding solutions (e.g. see .
LJ3MKE [ 19681, COTTLE [ 19681, CATTLE and DANTZIG [1968] ). The matrix M = BTB is positive semi-definite, and this is one of the cases when, for example, the principal pivoting method in COTTLE [1968] guarantees termination with a solution, or with an indication that none exists.
Once z has been found it would be a simple matter to substitute into (9.1),"(9.2) and find r, In practice, however, if we are concerned with the accuracy of our estimate of x we use the solution of the ICP (9.5) only to determine which elements N of w are exactly zero. These are the wi which are non-basic in the e solution of (9.5). (There is certainly at least one such wi , for otherwise we would have z = 8 , w>Q --, which is the case checked for .earlier in determining whither or n"ot^x solved the problem.) .
We now delete from (9.3) those constraints for which wi is basic, obtaining an 1xr-i system of equations where llllp.
If ';, is the vector z with the corresponding elements deleted, the remaining step is to solve the system where we are now working with original data and can therefore expect a more accurate solution than could be obtained from (9.6). We can now apply the methods of $8 to this system of equations.
The standard methods for solving the linear complementarity problem enploy the elements of w as the initial set of basic variables, with all elements of z initialyy non-basic. In general, it is probable that only a small propo"rtion of the inequalities in the original problem will be constraining the system, which means that only a small proportion of the w. 1 will be non-zero. Hence it might be expected in general that only a small number of iterations (relative to p ) should be required to bring some of the zi into the basis and reach a feasible solution.
In our particular form of the problem, since the matrix M = BTB has its largest elements on the diagonal, accuracy can be conserved, to within the limits of the error in forming M , by interchanging rows whenever a column of M is brought into the basis in such a way that the diagonal elements of M become diagonal elements of the basis matrix. This is easily done if the LU decomposition of the basis is calculated each iteration as in the treatment of the simplex method by BARTELS [1968] and BARTEIS and GCLUB [ 19691. Note that B = (GR-l)T can be determined column by column via repeated back-substitution on the system . RTB =GT .
The algorithm presented here can be used for any quadratic programming problem when a positive definite quadratic form is given. Suppose we wish to determine an x such that xTCx + dTx = min. (11.2) .
ii always occur in 2
hj(ii) = t ~j(A) It has been shown by FAN and HOFFMAN [1955] that if --. It has been shown by ECKART and YOUNG [1936] D> An nxm matrix X is said to be the pseudo-inverse of an mxn matrix A if X satisfies the following four properties:
We denote the pseudo-inverse by A+ . We wish to determine A+ numerically.
It can be shown (cf. PENROSE [ 19551) that A+ can always be determined and is unique. It is easy to verify that
In recent years there have been a number of algorithms proposed for computing the pseudo-inverse of a matrix. These algorithms usually depend e upon a knowledge of the rank of the matrix or upon some suitable chosen parameter. Gor example in the latter case, if one uses (12.4) to compute the pseudo-inverse, then after one has computed the singular value decomposition numerically it is necessary to determine which of the singular . values are zero by testing against some tolerance.
Alternatively, suppose we know that the given matrix A can be Since rank($) = p by construction, , Thus, we take Tf as our approximation to A' .
-E) Let A be a given matrix, and b be a known vector. Determine x so that amongst all x for which llb~A~l~,= min , ll;cll N -2 = min. It is easy to verify that 2 =A+b . N 13* Calculation of the SVD It was shown by G-CLUB and KAHAN [1965] that it is possible to construct a sequence of orthogonal matri5es [1968] has given an algorithm for computing the SVD of J ; the algorithm is based on the highly'effective QR algorithm of FRANCIS [1961, 19621 for computing the eigenvalues.
GOLUB
It is not necessary to compute the complete SVD when a vector b is
given. Since x = VZ+UTb , it is only necessary to compute V,C an: r;rb ;
note, this has a strong "flavor of principal component analysis. An ALGOL" procedure for the SVD has beeen given by GOLUB and REZNSCH [1969] . It is easily shown that A* < o2 min (cf. FORSYTHE and GOLUR [1965] ). It is also possible to determine A* as a solution to an eigenvalue -problem using a technique given by FORSYTHE and GOLUB [1965] . Consider the Wilkinson [1966] , "Iterative refinement of least squares solution", Num. Math., 9, pp. 139-148.
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